
Speed Lock® CF HD

Tripod, Heavy duty, Carbon 
Fiber

The Speed Lock® CF is the fastest two stage tripod in the world! Simply release the three easy to reach clamps and the Speed 
Lock® CF is ready for action. This extremely sturdy and twist-resistant carbon fiber tripod ensures that you’re already shooting 
while the others are still setting up.

It takes just three quick movements and the Speed Lock® CF is ready for action – and users don't even have to bend over! The 
patented clamping system lets you adjust the tripod smoothly and safely, even with a camera mounted. The Speed Lock® CF’s 
carbon fiber construction ensures minimal load-free weight, and increases stability and twist resistance. On top of that, the 
clamping connection forms a third tube to further increase stability. The ergonomically shaped, high-tech clamps have a rounded 
design which ensures that cables slide off without catching. In addition, you can tell at a glance whether the legs are clamped into 
position. The Speed Lock® CF weighs less than 3 kg / 6.6 lb, only a couple of hundred grams more than the ENG 2 CF, highly 
favored by camera crews all over the world. And if you need strength, the HD model has an amazing clamping force of 95 kg / 209 lb. 
These tripods are, of course, compatible with all existing 100 mm accessories.

Technical Facts

Weight 4.5 kg / 9.9 lbs

Payload 95 kg / 209 lbs

Height with spreader  55 - 161 cm / 21.7 - 63.4 in

Height with mid-level spreader 56 - 157 cm / 22.0 - 61.8 in

Head fitting 100 mm

Transport length 75 cm / 29.5 in

Extension 2-fold

Further photos

Order data

Article Order code

Speed Lock® CF HD Tripod, Heavy duty, Carbon Fiber 5590

This product is also available in the following systems:

Article Order code

System 7+7 SL HD MCF 1975

System 20 SB SL HD CF 2074

System 20 SB SL HD MCF 2075



Accessories

Mid-level 
spreader 
100/150

Rubber feet 
100/150

Spreader SP 
100/150

Dolly S Cover 150 L

Padded bag 
ENG/EFP


